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Free reading Introduction to typology
lindsay j whaley Copy
ideal in introductory courses dealing with grammatical structure and linguistic analysis
introduction to typology overviews the major grammatical categories and constructions in
the world s languages framed in a typological perspective the constant concern of this
primary text is to underscore the similarities and differences which underlie the vast array
of human languages ideal in introductory courses dealing with grammatical structure and
linguistics analysis introduction to typology overviews the major grammatical categories
and constructions in the world s languages framed in a typological perspective the constant
concern of this primary text is to underscore the similarities and differences which underlie
the vast array of human languages this series of handbooks of linguistics and
communication science is designed to illuminate a field which not only includes general
linguistics and the study of linguistics as applied to specific languages but also covers those
more recent areas which have developed from the increasing body of research into the
manifold forms of communicative action and interaction for classic linguistics there appears
to be a need for a review of the state of the art which will provide a reference base for the
rapid advances in research undertaken from a variety of theoretical standpoints while in the
more recent branches of communication science the handbooks will give researchers both
an verview and orientation to attain these objectives the series will aim for a standard
comparable to that of the leading handbooks in other disciplines and to this end will strive
for comprehensiveness theoretical explicitness reliable documentation of data and findings
and up to date methodology the editors both of the series and of the individual volumes and
the individual contributors are committed to this aim the languages of publication are
english german and french the main aim of the series is to provide an appropriate account
of the state of the art in the various areas of linguistics and communication science covered
by each of the various handbooks however no inflexible pre set limits will be imposed on the
scope of each volume the series is open ended and can thus take account of further
developments in the field this conception coupled with the necessity of allowing adequate
time for each volume to be prepared with the necessary care means that there is no set time
table for the publication of the whole series each volume will be a self contained work
complete in itself the order in which the handbooks are published does not imply any rank
ordering but is determined by the way in which the series is organized the editor of the
whole series enlist a competent editor for each individual volume once the principal editor
for a volume has been found he or she then has a completely free hand in the choice of co
editors and contributors the editors plan each volume independently of the others being
governed only by general formal principles the series editor only intervene where questions
of delineation between individual volumes are concerned it is felt that this modus operandi
is best suited to achieving the objectives of the series namely to give a competent account of
the present state of knowledge and of the perception of the problems in the area covered by
each volume despite earlier work by trubetzkoy jakobson and greenberg phonological
typology is often underrepresented in typology textbooks at the same time most
phonologists do not see a difference between phonological typology and cross linguistic
formal phonology the purpose of this book is to bring together leading scholars to address
the issue of phonological typology both in terms of the unity and the diversity of
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phonological systems this book is intended as a systemic functional contribution to language
typology both for those who would like to understand and describe particular languages
against the background of generalizations about a wide range of languages and also for
those who would like to develop typological accounts that are based on and embody
descriptions of the systems of particular languages rather than isolated constructions the
book is a unique contribution in at least two respects on the one hand it is the first book
based on systemic functional theory that is specifically concerned with language typology on
the other hand the book combines the particular with the general in the description of
languages it presents comparable sketches of particular languages while at the same time
identifying generalizations based on the languages described here as well as on other
languages the volume explores eight languages covering seven language families french
german pitjantjatjara tagalog telugu vietnamese chinese and japanese this study
investigates the distribution of linguistic and specifically structural diversity in northeast
asia nea defined as the region north of the yellow river and east of the yenisei in particular
it analyzes what is called the grammar of questions gq i e those aspects of any given
language that are specialized for asking questions or regularly combine with these the bulk
of the study is a bottom up description and comparison of gqs in the languages of nea the
addition of the phrase and beyond to the title of this study serves two purposes first
languages such as turkish and chuvash are included despite the fact that they are spoken
outside of nea since they have ties to or even originated in the region second despite its
focus on one area the typology is intended to be applicable to other languages as well
therefore it makes extensive use of data from languages outside of nea the restriction to one
category is necessary for reasons of space and clarity and the process of zooming in on one
region allows a higher resolution and historical accuracy than is usually the case in
linguistic typology the discussion mentions over 450 languages and dialects from nea and
beyond and gives about 900 glossed examples the aim is to achieve both a cross
linguistically plausible typology and a maximal resolution of the linguistic diversity of
northeast asia in what ways can dialectologists and language typologists profit from each
others work when looking across the fence this is the guiding question of this volume which
involves follow up questions such as how can dialectologists profit from adopting the large
body of insights in and hypotheses on language variation and language universals familiar
from work in language typology notably functional typology vice versa what can typologists
learn from the study of non standard varieties what are possible contributions of
dialectology to areal typologies and the study of grammaticalization what are important
theoretical and methodological implications of this new type of collaboration in the study of
language variation the 18 contributors among them many distinguished dialectologists
sociolinguists and typologists address these and other novel questions on the basis of
analyses of the morphology and syntax of a broad range of dialects germanic romance balto
slavic indo aryan this textbook provides an introduction to language typology which
assumes minimal prior knowledge of linguistics 人間言語に共通する特徴 普遍性 と変異の幅 多様性 を見出すために 世界中の多数
の言語を比較し 言語や言語の構成部分を形式的特徴に基づいて分類するのが言語類型論である その方法論と知見に馴染むことは文法理論や日本語学 言語獲得や言語心理学を
専攻する人にとっても今後は必須になる 基本事項を明快に解説したテキスト この電子書籍は 固定レイアウト型 で作成されており タブレットなど大きなディスプレイを備え
た端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大すること 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能は使用できません this handbook
provides a comprehensive and thorough survey of our current insights into the diversity and
unity found across the 6000 languages of this planet the 125 articles include inter alia
chapters on the patterns and limits of variation manifested by analogous structures
constructions and linguistic devices across languages e g word order tense and aspect
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inflection color terms and syllable structure other chapters cover the history methodology
and the theory of typology as well as the relationship between language typology and other
disciplines the authors of the individual sections and chapters are for the most part
internationally known experts on the relevant topics the vast majority of the articles are
written in english some in french or german the handbook is not only intended for the
expert in the fields of typology and language universals but for all of those interested in
linguistics it is specifically addressed to all those who specialize in individual languages
providing basic orientation for their analysis and placing each language within the space of
what is possible and common in the languages of the world utilizing a historical and
international approach this valuable two volume resource makes even the more complex
linguistic issues understandable for the non specialized reader containing over 500
alphabetically arranged entries and an expansive glossary by a team of international
scholars the encyclopedia of linguistics explores the varied perspectives figures and
methodologies that make up the field this handbook provides a comprehensive and thorough
survey of our current insights into the diversity and unity found across the 6000 languages
of this planet the 125 articles include inter alia chapters on the patterns and limits of
variation manifested by analogous structures constructions and linguistic devices across
languages e g word order tense and aspect inflection color terms and syllable structure
other chapters cover the history methodology and the theory of typology as well as the
relationship between language typology and other disciplines the authors of the individual
sections and chapters are for the most part internationally known experts on the relevant
topics the vast majority of the articles are written in english some in french or german the
handbook is not only intended for the expert in the fields of typology and language
universals but for all of those interested in linguistics it is specifically addressed to all those
who specialize in individual languages providing basic orientation for their analysis and
placing each language within the space of what is possible and common in the languages of
the world this monograph is not only the first comprehensive grammar of papapana a
previously undocumented and under described endangered language but the first full
reference grammar of any oceanic language of bougainville papua new guinea despite this
region displaying considerable linguistic innovation and language contact phenomena with
numerous typologically significant features this book describes papapana on various levels
including phonology morphology and syntax in noun phrases and the verb complex and
syntax at the clause and sentence level throughout the grammar the described phenomena
are related to the current research on typological and oceanic linguistics typologically
unusual features of papapana include multiple reduplication inverse number marking in the
noun phrase and postverbal subject indexing the book also describes the sociolinguistic and
historical context within which papapana is spoken and highlights linguistic changes
resulting from language contact the monograph fills an important gap in terms of
grammatical descriptions of bougainville oceanic languages and makes a significant
contribution to the field of oceanic linguistics and to future comparative linguistic and
typological research what is the range of diversity in linguistic types what are the
geographical distributions for the attested types and what explanations based on shared
history or universals can account for these distributions this collection of articles by
prominent scholars in typology seeks to address these issues from a wide range of
theoretical perspectives utilizing cutting edge typological methodology the phenomena
considered range from the phonological to the morphosyntactic the areal coverage ranges in
scale from micro areal to worldwide and the types of historical contingency range from
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contact based to genealogical in nature together the papers argue strongly for a view in
which although they use distinct methodologies linguistic typology and historical linguistics
are one and the same enterprise directed at discovering how languages came to be the way
they are and how linguistic types came to be distributed geographically as they are the
languages of europe and north and central asia provide a rich variety of data in this volume
some articles are summaries of large areal typological research projects and some articles
focus on structures or constructions in a single language however it is common to all the
articles that they investigate phenomena that have not been examined previously or they
apply a new framework to a topic the volume will be of interest to scholars with a focus on
this broad geographic region typologists historical linguists and discourse analysts the
uniqueness of this volume is that it brings together work on a genetically diverse set of
languages that have some shared areal traits universals of language have been studied
extensively for the last four decades allowing fundamental insight into the principles and
general properties of human language only incidentally have researchers looked at the other
end of the scale and even when they did they mostly just noted peculiar facts as quirks or
unusual behavior without making too much of an effort at explaining them beyond calling
them exceptions to various rules or generalizations rarissima and rara features and
properties found only in one or very few languages tell us as much about the capacities and
limits of human language s as do universals explaining the existence of such rare
phenomena on the one hand and the fact of their rareness or uniqueness on the other is a
reasonable and interesting challenge to any theory of how human language works the
present volume for the first time compiles selected papers on the study of rare linguistic
features from various fields of linguistics and from a wide range of languages silencing
shanghai investigates the paradoxical and counterintuitive contrast between shanghai s
emergence as a global city and the marginalization of its native population captured through
the rapid decline of the distinctive shanghai dialect from this unique vantage point fang xu
tells a story of power relations in a cosmopolitan metropolis closely monitored and shaped
by an authoritarian state through policies affecting urban redevelopment internal migration
and language these state policies favor the rich the resourceful and the highly educated
while alienate the poorer and less educated shanghainese geographically and linguistically
when the state vigorously promotes mandarin chinese through legal and administrative
means shanghainese made the conscious yet reluctant choice of shifting from the dialect to
the national language at the same time millions of migrants have little incentive to adopt the
vernacular given that their relation to the state has already firmly established their legal
financial and social standing in the city the recent shift in the urban linguistic scene that
silences the shanghai dialect is ultimately part of the state led global city building process
through the association of the use of national language with realizing the china dream the
state further eliminates the unique vernacular characters of shanghai proceedings of the
annual meeting of the society in v 1 11 1925 34 after 1934 they appear in its bulletin
finegan s best selling text language its structure and use fourth edition maintains its
relevance with new emphasis on the political and social aspects of language including
applications to the professions 言葉と概念の学習から人間知性の根源に迫る 最先端の知見を取り入れた研究書のシリーズ the
anthology focuses mainly on endangered oceanic languages with articles on vanuatu by
darrell tryon and the marquesas by gabriele cablitz on situations of loss and gain by ingjerd
hom and on the kilivila language of the trobriands by the editor nick thieberger peter
wittenburg and paul trilsbeek and david blundell and colleagues write about aspects of
linguistic archiving under the rubric of revitalization margaret florey and michael ewing
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write about maluku jakelin troy and michael walsh about australian aboriginal languages in
southeastern australia whilst three articles by sophie nock diane johnson and winifred
crombie concern the revitalization of maori this handbook written by a distinguished
international roster of contributors reflects the vitality and growth of the discipline in its
multifaceted pursuits it is a convenient hand held repository of the essential knowledge
about the study of language variation and change das erste schwerpunktthema des bandes
befasst sich in methodologischer hinsicht mit ethnohistorischen quellendokumenten
lateinamerikas zwischen quellenkritik und dekonstruktion beiträge spanisch englisch zur
konstruktion historischer vorgänge und geschehnisse aufgrund divergierender
erinnerungsperspektiven und plausibler szenarien puno chucuito südperuanischer altiplano
ein methodischer ansatz zur aufdeckung der verborgenen geschichte ethnohistorischer
quellen yucatán mexiko testamente indigener eliten im kolonialzeitlichen peru 16 jh das
zweite dossier ist indigenen völkern im argentinischen chaco in hinblick auf fragmentierte
und beschädigte historisch kulturelle und sprachliche identitäten gewidmet beiträge
spanisch strategien des sich unsichtbar machenden Überlebens und der identitätsfindung
bei den mocoví der provinz santa fe kulturelle desintegration und identitätsfindung bei den
vilela verlust und wiederbelebung der sprache sowie sprachideologien bei den tapiete
sprachlicher wandel und kulturelle prozesse bei den pilagá und wichí der provinz formosa
christliche sakralisierung kreolischer populärmusik bei evangelikalen musikgruppen
indigener völker des chaco



Introduction to Typology 1997
ideal in introductory courses dealing with grammatical structure and linguistic analysis
introduction to typology overviews the major grammatical categories and constructions in
the world s languages framed in a typological perspective the constant concern of this
primary text is to underscore the similarities and differences which underlie the vast array
of human languages

言語類型論入門 2022
ideal in introductory courses dealing with grammatical structure and linguistics analysis
introduction to typology overviews the major grammatical categories and constructions in
the world s languages framed in a typological perspective the constant concern of this
primary text is to underscore the similarities and differences which underlie the vast array
of human languages

Language Typology and Language Universals 2001
this series of handbooks of linguistics and communication science is designed to illuminate a
field which not only includes general linguistics and the study of linguistics as applied to
specific languages but also covers those more recent areas which have developed from the
increasing body of research into the manifold forms of communicative action and interaction
for classic linguistics there appears to be a need for a review of the state of the art which
will provide a reference base for the rapid advances in research undertaken from a variety
of theoretical standpoints while in the more recent branches of communication science the
handbooks will give researchers both an verview and orientation to attain these objectives
the series will aim for a standard comparable to that of the leading handbooks in other
disciplines and to this end will strive for comprehensiveness theoretical explicitness reliable
documentation of data and findings and up to date methodology the editors both of the
series and of the individual volumes and the individual contributors are committed to this
aim the languages of publication are english german and french the main aim of the series
is to provide an appropriate account of the state of the art in the various areas of linguistics
and communication science covered by each of the various handbooks however no inflexible
pre set limits will be imposed on the scope of each volume the series is open ended and can
thus take account of further developments in the field this conception coupled with the
necessity of allowing adequate time for each volume to be prepared with the necessary care
means that there is no set time table for the publication of the whole series each volume will
be a self contained work complete in itself the order in which the handbooks are published
does not imply any rank ordering but is determined by the way in which the series is
organized the editor of the whole series enlist a competent editor for each individual volume
once the principal editor for a volume has been found he or she then has a completely free
hand in the choice of co editors and contributors the editors plan each volume
independently of the others being governed only by general formal principles the series
editor only intervene where questions of delineation between individual volumes are
concerned it is felt that this modus operandi is best suited to achieving the objectives of the
series namely to give a competent account of the present state of knowledge and of the



perception of the problems in the area covered by each volume

Phonological Typology 2018-04-09
despite earlier work by trubetzkoy jakobson and greenberg phonological typology is often
underrepresented in typology textbooks at the same time most phonologists do not see a
difference between phonological typology and cross linguistic formal phonology the purpose
of this book is to bring together leading scholars to address the issue of phonological
typology both in terms of the unity and the diversity of phonological systems

Language Typology 2004
this book is intended as a systemic functional contribution to language typology both for
those who would like to understand and describe particular languages against the
background of generalizations about a wide range of languages and also for those who
would like to develop typological accounts that are based on and embody descriptions of the
systems of particular languages rather than isolated constructions the book is a unique
contribution in at least two respects on the one hand it is the first book based on systemic
functional theory that is specifically concerned with language typology on the other hand
the book combines the particular with the general in the description of languages it
presents comparable sketches of particular languages while at the same time identifying
generalizations based on the languages described here as well as on other languages the
volume explores eight languages covering seven language families french german
pitjantjatjara tagalog telugu vietnamese chinese and japanese

A typology of questions in Northeast Asia and beyond
2018-08-29
this study investigates the distribution of linguistic and specifically structural diversity in
northeast asia nea defined as the region north of the yellow river and east of the yenisei in
particular it analyzes what is called the grammar of questions gq i e those aspects of any
given language that are specialized for asking questions or regularly combine with these the
bulk of the study is a bottom up description and comparison of gqs in the languages of nea
the addition of the phrase and beyond to the title of this study serves two purposes first
languages such as turkish and chuvash are included despite the fact that they are spoken
outside of nea since they have ties to or even originated in the region second despite its
focus on one area the typology is intended to be applicable to other languages as well
therefore it makes extensive use of data from languages outside of nea the restriction to one
category is necessary for reasons of space and clarity and the process of zooming in on one
region allows a higher resolution and historical accuracy than is usually the case in
linguistic typology the discussion mentions over 450 languages and dialects from nea and
beyond and gives about 900 glossed examples the aim is to achieve both a cross
linguistically plausible typology and a maximal resolution of the linguistic diversity of
northeast asia



Dialectology meets Typology 2008-08-22
in what ways can dialectologists and language typologists profit from each others work
when looking across the fence this is the guiding question of this volume which involves
follow up questions such as how can dialectologists profit from adopting the large body of
insights in and hypotheses on language variation and language universals familiar from
work in language typology notably functional typology vice versa what can typologists learn
from the study of non standard varieties what are possible contributions of dialectology to
areal typologies and the study of grammaticalization what are important theoretical and
methodological implications of this new type of collaboration in the study of language
variation the 18 contributors among them many distinguished dialectologists sociolinguists
and typologists address these and other novel questions on the basis of analyses of the
morphology and syntax of a broad range of dialects germanic romance balto slavic indo
aryan

Introducing Language Typology 2013
this textbook provides an introduction to language typology which assumes minimal prior
knowledge of linguistics

言語類型論入門　言語の普遍性と多様性 2006-10-18
人間言語に共通する特徴 普遍性 と変異の幅 多様性 を見出すために 世界中の多数の言語を比較し 言語や言語の構成部分を形式的特徴に基づいて分類するのが言語類型論で
ある その方法論と知見に馴染むことは文法理論や日本語学 言語獲得や言語心理学を専攻する人にとっても今後は必須になる 基本事項を明快に解説したテキスト この電子書
籍は 固定レイアウト型 で作成されており タブレットなど大きなディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大すること 文字列のハイライト 検
索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能は使用できません

Language Typology and Language Universals /
Sprachtypologie und sprachliche Universalien / La
typologie des langues et les universaux linguistiques. 1.
Halbband 2008-07-14
this handbook provides a comprehensive and thorough survey of our current insights into
the diversity and unity found across the 6000 languages of this planet the 125 articles
include inter alia chapters on the patterns and limits of variation manifested by analogous
structures constructions and linguistic devices across languages e g word order tense and
aspect inflection color terms and syllable structure other chapters cover the history
methodology and the theory of typology as well as the relationship between language
typology and other disciplines the authors of the individual sections and chapters are for the
most part internationally known experts on the relevant topics the vast majority of the
articles are written in english some in french or german the handbook is not only intended
for the expert in the fields of typology and language universals but for all of those interested
in linguistics it is specifically addressed to all those who specialize in individual languages
providing basic orientation for their analysis and placing each language within the space of



what is possible and common in the languages of the world

Encyclopedia of Linguistics 2013-02-01
utilizing a historical and international approach this valuable two volume resource makes
even the more complex linguistic issues understandable for the non specialized reader
containing over 500 alphabetically arranged entries and an expansive glossary by a team of
international scholars the encyclopedia of linguistics explores the varied perspectives
figures and methodologies that make up the field

Language Typology and Language Universals
2.Teilband 2008-07-14
this handbook provides a comprehensive and thorough survey of our current insights into
the diversity and unity found across the 6000 languages of this planet the 125 articles
include inter alia chapters on the patterns and limits of variation manifested by analogous
structures constructions and linguistic devices across languages e g word order tense and
aspect inflection color terms and syllable structure other chapters cover the history
methodology and the theory of typology as well as the relationship between language
typology and other disciplines the authors of the individual sections and chapters are for the
most part internationally known experts on the relevant topics the vast majority of the
articles are written in english some in french or german the handbook is not only intended
for the expert in the fields of typology and language universals but for all of those interested
in linguistics it is specifically addressed to all those who specialize in individual languages
providing basic orientation for their analysis and placing each language within the space of
what is possible and common in the languages of the world

A Grammar of Papapana 2021-01-18
this monograph is not only the first comprehensive grammar of papapana a previously
undocumented and under described endangered language but the first full reference
grammar of any oceanic language of bougainville papua new guinea despite this region
displaying considerable linguistic innovation and language contact phenomena with
numerous typologically significant features this book describes papapana on various levels
including phonology morphology and syntax in noun phrases and the verb complex and
syntax at the clause and sentence level throughout the grammar the described phenomena
are related to the current research on typological and oceanic linguistics typologically
unusual features of papapana include multiple reduplication inverse number marking in the
noun phrase and postverbal subject indexing the book also describes the sociolinguistic and
historical context within which papapana is spoken and highlights linguistic changes
resulting from language contact the monograph fills an important gap in terms of
grammatical descriptions of bougainville oceanic languages and makes a significant
contribution to the field of oceanic linguistics and to future comparative linguistic and
typological research



Language Typology and Historical Contingency
2013-12-15
what is the range of diversity in linguistic types what are the geographical distributions for
the attested types and what explanations based on shared history or universals can account
for these distributions this collection of articles by prominent scholars in typology seeks to
address these issues from a wide range of theoretical perspectives utilizing cutting edge
typological methodology the phenomena considered range from the phonological to the
morphosyntactic the areal coverage ranges in scale from micro areal to worldwide and the
types of historical contingency range from contact based to genealogical in nature together
the papers argue strongly for a view in which although they use distinct methodologies
linguistic typology and historical linguistics are one and the same enterprise directed at
discovering how languages came to be the way they are and how linguistic types came to be
distributed geographically as they are

On Diversity and Complexity of Languages Spoken in
Europe and North and Central Asia 2014-12-15
the languages of europe and north and central asia provide a rich variety of data in this
volume some articles are summaries of large areal typological research projects and some
articles focus on structures or constructions in a single language however it is common to
all the articles that they investigate phenomena that have not been examined previously or
they apply a new framework to a topic the volume will be of interest to scholars with a focus
on this broad geographic region typologists historical linguists and discourse analysts the
uniqueness of this volume is that it brings together work on a genetically diverse set of
languages that have some shared areal traits

Rethinking Universals 2010-03-26
universals of language have been studied extensively for the last four decades allowing
fundamental insight into the principles and general properties of human language only
incidentally have researchers looked at the other end of the scale and even when they did
they mostly just noted peculiar facts as quirks or unusual behavior without making too much
of an effort at explaining them beyond calling them exceptions to various rules or
generalizations rarissima and rara features and properties found only in one or very few
languages tell us as much about the capacities and limits of human language s as do
universals explaining the existence of such rare phenomena on the one hand and the fact of
their rareness or uniqueness on the other is a reasonable and interesting challenge to any
theory of how human language works the present volume for the first time compiles
selected papers on the study of rare linguistic features from various fields of linguistics and
from a wide range of languages



シリーズ方言学 2008
silencing shanghai investigates the paradoxical and counterintuitive contrast between
shanghai s emergence as a global city and the marginalization of its native population
captured through the rapid decline of the distinctive shanghai dialect from this unique
vantage point fang xu tells a story of power relations in a cosmopolitan metropolis closely
monitored and shaped by an authoritarian state through policies affecting urban
redevelopment internal migration and language these state policies favor the rich the
resourceful and the highly educated while alienate the poorer and less educated
shanghainese geographically and linguistically when the state vigorously promotes
mandarin chinese through legal and administrative means shanghainese made the conscious
yet reluctant choice of shifting from the dialect to the national language at the same time
millions of migrants have little incentive to adopt the vernacular given that their relation to
the state has already firmly established their legal financial and social standing in the city
the recent shift in the urban linguistic scene that silences the shanghai dialect is ultimately
part of the state led global city building process through the association of the use of
national language with realizing the china dream the state further eliminates the unique
vernacular characters of shanghai

Linguistic Typology 1999
proceedings of the annual meeting of the society in v 1 11 1925 34 after 1934 they appear in
its bulletin

日本語学論說資料 2001
finegan s best selling text language its structure and use fourth edition maintains its
relevance with new emphasis on the political and social aspects of language including
applications to the professions

島大言語文化 2002
言葉と概念の学習から人間知性の根源に迫る

Silencing Shanghai 2021-06-24
最先端の知見を取り入れた研究書のシリーズ

Notes on Linguistics 1998
the anthology focuses mainly on endangered oceanic languages with articles on vanuatu by
darrell tryon and the marquesas by gabriele cablitz on situations of loss and gain by ingjerd
hom and on the kilivila language of the trobriands by the editor nick thieberger peter
wittenburg and paul trilsbeek and david blundell and colleagues write about aspects of
linguistic archiving under the rubric of revitalization margaret florey and michael ewing



write about maluku jakelin troy and michael walsh about australian aboriginal languages in
southeastern australia whilst three articles by sophie nock diane johnson and winifred
crombie concern the revitalization of maori

Language 2010
this handbook written by a distinguished international roster of contributors reflects the
vitality and growth of the discipline in its multifaceted pursuits it is a convenient hand held
repository of the essential knowledge about the study of language variation and change

Language 2004
das erste schwerpunktthema des bandes befasst sich in methodologischer hinsicht mit
ethnohistorischen quellendokumenten lateinamerikas zwischen quellenkritik und
dekonstruktion beiträge spanisch englisch zur konstruktion historischer vorgänge und
geschehnisse aufgrund divergierender erinnerungsperspektiven und plausibler szenarien
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